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Customer
Expansion

A disruptive CPG brand is expanding to new retailers
and gaining exposure to new customers. This also
means selling alongside direct competitors and new
challenges in educating customers about the brand’s
unique value proposition.
Which creative concepts will most effectively
persuade customers the brand is believable,
relevant, relatable and worthy of consideration and
purchase?
• Industry: CPG
• Proposed Solution: Live, moderated individual webcam interviews to
review collateral and concepts in real time.
• Benefit of Method: Instant, top-of-mind reactions from key consumer
groups. Clients can view sessions remotely and chat with the
moderator in the virtual back room as each session unfolds.
• General Timeline: 4-6 weeks
• Research Investment: From $25K
• Example Insights: [enclosed]
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Concept Overview

Highest traction

Appealing, but
restrictive

D
D has the broadest overall appeal and
strongest fit with the product. It feels
both inclusive and relevant. Feedback is
positive across all groups.

O
While the concept is initially interesting,
consumers find the concept too narrow.
It does not cover enough of their needs
compared to those with higher traction.

X
X conveys more overall interest,
relevance, and creativity to consumers
than any other concept. A few say it is
too abstract, though most find it
appealing it for that same reason.

Lower traction
A
Consumers don’t find the name unique
or original—it doesn’t evoke much
excitement or feel too compelling.

Lowest traction,
confusing
P
The concept comes across long and
even redundant.
C
Among the most controversial of
concepts, several find it provocative.
But it confuses many, who either aren’t
sure whether it is completely
appropriate or a match to the product.

V
V appeals strongly to the subset of
conscious consumers included in the
research. Not a stand-alone first choice
but preferred against lower-traction
concept options.
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Reactions to Concept D
Concept D sparks a desire to buy
The concept does a great job balancing enough information with a desire to learn
more. After viewing the concept, most have follow-up questions about where and
how they can buy the product today.
The product is for all kinds of customers
All consumer subsets “see themselves” in the concept and feel like the product is
“made for me.” There is nearly universal appeal in the ways the concept drives
excitement to try the product.
It’s both distinct and persuasive
Even for those unfamiliar with the brand, Concept D reminds some they have in
fact heard of the company. With this recognition comes the desire to learn more,
and in many cases, seek ways to buy the product today.

I like that it leaves just a little bit unsaid,
like there's more information waiting for
you.
–35-40, Male

This catches my eye because it talks
about the things I care about - this
seems like a brand I’d be into.
–25-34, Female

I haven’t seen anything exactly like this
before - it’s hard to convince me to
consider new things, but this would do it.
–25-34, Male
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